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Executive Summary 

The 2016-2017 academic year was another very successful one for the School of Sciences and 
Mathematics (SSM).  Our faculty continued their stellar record of publication and securing extramural 
funding, several important curriculum changes were completed, including the roll-out of a new degree 
program in meteorology.  A new school fee was also approved that will be instituted for the Fall 2017 
semester.  In addition, the number of majors in SSM remained very high, with ongoing growth in 
particular in the number of computer science and geology majors. SSM faculty and colleagues from 
other institutions and agencies continued to provide research experiences for a significant number of 
our students.  
 
We welcomed two new roster faculty members to our ranks in the 2016-17 academic year. These 
individuals and their colleagues published 239 papers in peer-reviewed scientific journals, many with 
undergraduate co-authors.  Faculty also secured $3.31M in new extramural grant awards to go with 
$22.8M in continuing awards.  SSM was also very successful in securing philanthropic gifts during this 
past academic year, with over $500,000 in new gifts, with the majority directed towards scholarships.  
Noteworthy among these gifts, was the establishment of an endowed research scholarship program in 
the geosciences funded by alumni from the Department of Geology and Environmental Geosciences. 
 
The renovation of the Rita Hollings Science Center continued throughout the academic year.  As the 
project approached its substantial completion date of 23 June 2017, it became apparent that it would 
not meet this deadline.  Indeed, the building will not be complete in time for the start of the Fall 2017 
semester, imposing a tremendous hardship on faculty and students in biology and physics.  Until this 
work is complete Biology and Physics will continue their existence in various locations around  
Charleston.   Facility projects completed prior to the start of AY2016-17 – the field stations at Dixie 
Plantation and expansion space at Harbor Walk – were well utilized by SSM faculty and students during 
the year.  Towards the end of the academic year, the Department of Computer Science once again 
expanded its footprint at Harbor Walk by leasing an additional ~3000 sq ft of space.   
 
We continue to see strong interest in STEM programs and SSM remained a major producer of STEM  
graduates in South Carolina. A prominent feature of SSM is the extent to which our students obtain  
real-world, hands-on experience in research laboratories, internships, and field experiences. These  
experiences are critical to preparing students for graduate and professional study, as well as for entering  
the work force. STEM fields continue to dominate lists of the most lucrative employment fields. A  
recent article in Kiplinger Magazine lists the Top Majors in terms of salary and open positions for 2016-
2017 (see table below).  Not surprisingly, STEM fields dominate the list.   
 

 

Kiplinger’s 10 Best College Majors for Your Career 2016-2017 

   
Starting Salary 

Mid-Career 
Salary 

Annual Online 
Job Postings 

Projected 10-
Year Growth 

1 Civil Engineering $55.600 $94,500 243,717 17.2% 

2 Biomedical 
Engineering 

$60,900 $96,400 54,865 25.7% 

3 Nursing $56,600 $73,600 1.7M 15.5% 

4 Computer Science $63,100 $105,000 3.1M 15.5% 

5 Information Security $57,100 $86,600 1.8M 30.9% 
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6 Management 
Information Systems 

$56,800 $96,300 3.7M 16.0% 

7 Finance & Economics $55,700 $101,000 1.7M 15.5% 

8 Software Engineering $62,500 $96,800 1.2M 22.7% 

9 Aerospace 
Engineering 

$64,800 $107,000 5,414 11.1% 

10 Actuarial 
Mathematics 

$58,800 $119,000 33,237 21.9% 

Source: www.kiplinger.com 

 
SCHOOL 
Mission Statement and Goals 
Our mission is to integrate discovery, innovation and education in order to serve our students, our state 
and our nation. The principal responsibility of the School of Sciences and Mathematics is to provide the 
science and mathematics courses for all students at the College, and, concomitantly, to equip students 
who major in sciences and/or mathematics with the knowledge and skills to pursue careers in a wide 
variety of fields, including, science, engineering, medicine and allied health, law, social services, and 
journalism. The school's graduate programs have been carefully selected both to complement the 
undergraduate programs in areas of significant national strength and to meet the intellectual, 
professional and economic needs of the region and the state. 

Our vision and our mission are founded on our core values -- those principles that define and guide the 
way in which we achieve our mission. The School of Sciences and Mathematics reflects the values of a 
public liberal arts and sciences university. We value: 

 Students as individuals 
 Our colleagues and peers as teachers and scholars 
 Commitment to responsible and ethical practices in research and pedagogy 
 Inquiry and intellectual curiosity 
 Meaningful engagement with the community, region and state  
 Collaborative effort and lifelong learning 
 Diversity and dialogue 
 Assessment and accountability as key tools to drive continuous improvement 

Our goals in science are to help assure that all graduates of the College of Charleston: 

1. Can demonstrate understanding of some of the fundamental scientific concepts and theories 
about the natural world; 

2. Acquire a knowledge of the evidence, ideas, and models that scientists use to make judgments 
about the natural world; 

3. Acquire a knowledge about science and technology as they shape contemporary experience and 
values, and demonstrate an appreciation of the historical and contemporary impact of science 
on daily life; 

4. Develop the skills of logical and critical thinking necessary to explore how the natural world 
works; 

5. Can demonstrate an appreciation and understanding of the scientific method of inquiry; 

http://www.kiplinger.com/slideshow/college/T012-S001-best-college-majors-for-your-career-2016-2017/index.html
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6. Understand that scientific knowledge is based on the outcomes of testing of hypotheses and 
theories that are under constant scrutiny and subject to revision based on new observations, 
and such knowledge is not just a collection of facts; 

7. Can demonstrate an ability to distinguish between science and technology and appreciate the 
capabilities and limitations of both; 

Our goals in mathematics are to help assure that all graduates: 

1. Develop an appreciation for the practical value of mathematics in the modern world; 
2. Can interpret mathematical models such as formulas, graphs, tables, and schemata, draw 

inferences and make decisions from them, and communicate these conclusions verbally; 
3. Can organize information, recognize patterns and relationships, and represent them 

mathematically; 
4. Can use mathematical, analytical, and statistical methods to solve problems and recognize limits 

of the methods; 
5. Can estimate and check answers to mathematical problems in order to determine whether an 

answer is reasonable, and critically appraise numerical information; 
6. Can apply mathematical methods in the context of other disciplines, and reason logically and 

recognize where conclusions can be drawn from a set of hypotheses. 

For Sciences and Mathematics majors, the School has the responsibility to lead students toward 
acquiring a depth of knowledge and competence in their respective disciplines. In particular, science and 
mathematics graduates should have: 

1. The ability to recount and explain the basic facts and postulates of the discipline and to use 
these in the solution of problems with which the discipline concerns itself; 

2. Proficiency in the use of the techniques and tools of the discipline; 
3. An awareness of the resources of the discipline and the ability to seek out and assimilate 

knowledge that has not been a part of the classroom experience; 
4. The ability to relate knowledge in the discipline to other disciplines. 

A key element of our mission is accountability, which includes regular assessments of the effectiveness 
of School of Sciences and Math programs. Departments must be alert to opportunities to measure their 
programs against objective indicators of programmatic quality, such as accreditation reviews and 
external program evaluations.  

The School of Sciences and Mathematics recognizes that a college education is not merely an 
independent activity that follows high school but is part of a greater educational experience that begins 
in kindergarten. Academic departments are sensitive to their obligation to promote education at all 
levels. Consequently, faculty engagement in pre-college activities with students and teachers is regarded 
as an important part of the mission of the school.  

A central element of the mission of the School of Sciences and Mathematics is to sustain the 
involvement of its faculty in research and scholarship. Scholarly activities of the faculty not only are 
essential for maintaining the intellectual environment that characterizes an excellent institution of 
higher learning, but they support the mission of the College by providing students a community in which 
to engage in original inquiry and creative expression. Faculty members are urged to guide students in 
research activities whenever possible. All undergraduate programs in the School of Sciences and 
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Mathematics use independent study and student-faculty research as important methods for developing 
intellectual independence and creativity as well as for teaching appreciation and understanding of 
sciences and mathematics. Research is central to the goal of leading students to connect their 
coursework with the techniques and applications of their disciplines. 

Strategies and tactics in the College’s strategic plan your department would place as 
highest priorities 
 
Strategy 1: Enhance the Undergraduate Academic Core 
1.1 Provide each student a personalized experience that integrates classroom learning with at least two 
of the following: research and creative activities, civic engagement, study away, internships, and peer 
education.  
The School of Sciences and Mathematics believes that undergraduate research is essential to learning. 
Undergraduate majors receive a highly personalized experience when mentored by our faculty in 
current, relevant, private, state and federally funded research. This work aids a student’s 
comprehension of their field and better prepares them for graduate programs and industry work. 
Research grant funds provide students with stipends necessary to forgo jobs in unrelated areas so they 
can stay focused on their field and often travel to conferences where they present their findings. 
 
A few years ago the Department of Mathematics furthered the personalization of education with the 
implementation of ALEKS. This intuitive math placement exam, mandatory for all incoming 
undergraduates, insures that math skills are properly assessed so students can properly design their 
course of study and increase their chances of success in their major and at the College. There are many 
features of this program that the Department of Mathematics can control such as the amount of time a 
student has to spend learning the modules before attempting placement. They have also set placement 
scores to expire after two semesters forcing students to recertify through ALEKS for any subsequent 
math courses needed. These settings encourage students to satisfy math general education 
requirements or math requirements for their intended major early. 
 
The Department of Chemistry continued its use of LearnSmartPrep to prepare students for Chem 111 
and 112. This past year they expanded the program to include Chem 232 Organic Chemistry. 
LearnSmartPrep is designed to get students ready for a forth-coming class by quickly addressing 
prerequisite knowledge gaps. By distinguishing what a student knows from what they don’t, and honing 
in on concepts they are most likely to forget, LearnSmartPrep maintains a continuously adapting 
learning path individualized for each student and tailors content to focus on what the student needs to 
master in order to have a successful start in the class. This expansion was so successful, LearnSmartPrep 
will be required for Organic Chemistry starting Fall 2017. 
 
The School of Sciences and Mathematics continued to play a strong role in the College’s study abroad 
programs. Faculty led students to South Africa, Indonesia, Bahamas, British Virgin Islands, Panama, and 
Germany. 
 
Faculty and students of the Department of Geology and Environmental Geosciences routinely travel for 
field research. This year geology students completed their annual Maymester field studies trip 
comprised of three weeks of mapping geological sites in New Mexico and Utah. Students also studied 
Dinosaur Paleontology in Wyoming and Utah, while others traveled as far as South Africa. 
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To further the mission of providing undergraduate research activities, the School began orchestrating an 
annual research “match making” session.  The event provides a casual setting for students interested in 
pursuing research to approach faculty mentors in order to learn about their labs and studies. Over fifty 
faculty members and post docs from both the College and the Medical University of South Carolina 
participated in 2016. The event was attended by over 200 students. This was the fourth year the School 
has held this session which successfully places around 75-100 students in labs each year. 
 
1.2 Enhance undergraduate academic programs that are strongly linked to the history, traditions, 
culture, and environment of Charleston and the Lowcountry, such as a new undergraduate majors in 
African-American Studies and sustainability. 
Many of our programs take full advantage of our regional setting. The College of Charleston was listed 
among the Top 10 Marine Biology programs in the United States. The Grice Marine Laboratory on James 
Island offers the unique opportunity to collaborate and work with a large, diverse group of dedicated 
scientists at the Fort Johnson Marine Science Center. Our coastal South Carolina location provides an 
excellent setting in which to study and explore a variety of marine ecosystems. Students in graduate and 
undergraduate programs in Environmental Studies, Biology, and Geology also take advantage of our 
coastal location and partners at Fort Johnson. 
 
Locations such as Dixie Plantation, Folly and Edisto Beach, and Frances Marion National Forest provide 
outdoor classrooms for natural science labs. Students can study marine and terrestrial habitats, fresh-
water systems, and associated fauna and flora in natural settings. Our climate allows for extended 
access to these areas.  This year faculty began using the Field Stations, located at Dixie Plantation for lab 
sections of ornithology and plant physiology. Field stations were also used by the Lowcountry Hall of 
Science and Math as well as the School of Education, Health and Human Performance for outreach 
activities with students and teachers from the Charleston County School District. 
 
1:3 Develop academic programs at the College of Charleston North Campus to offer lifelong learning 
courses and programs to serve the needs of returning adult learners or non-degree students. 
The School continues to explore strategies to expand course offerings on the North Campus in both 
degree offerings and continuing education. Computer Science remains involved in the Bachelor of 
Professional Studies program.  Certificate programs in Cybersecurity are also offered for those 
nontraditional students looking for opportunities to continue their educations. 
 
1:4 Strengthen the Honors College through dedicated faculty for innovative curriculum 
Faculty members in all six departments of the School contribute to Honors curriculum. The departments 
of Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, and Physics have dedicated Honors Intro Sections. 
Elizabeth Meyer-Bernstein, Associate Professor of Biology, serves as Associate Dean of the Honors 
College. 
 
1:9 Increase significantly the numbers of and enrollments in interdisciplinary courses and programs 
Our faculty continues to contribute heavily to the First-Year Learning Communities to foster 
interdisciplinary relationships between departments for unique learning experiences. SSM faculty 
members contributed 11 First Year Seminars and Learning Communities in the Technology, Science and 
Health category. 
 
Chris Korey, Associate Professor of Biology, continues to serve as Director of the First-Year Experience. 
 

http://www.collegerag.net/top-10-marine-biology-colleges-in-the-united-states/
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The School houses two interdisciplinary programs that bridge the School of Sciences and Mathematics 
with the School of Humanities and Social Sciences. Both the graduate and undergraduate programs in 
environmental studies as well as the neuroscience minor continue to see steady enrollments. 
 
There were 58 declared minors in NSCI this year. The program has a strong relationship with the 
Neuroscience Department and Neuroscience Institute at MUSC which attracts students interested in 
pursuing research opportunities with MUSC faculty. This past year, MUSC presented the NSCI Steering 
Committee with a potential 4+1 program that would allow minors to obtain a M.S. in Biomedical Science 
– Physiology and Neuroscience, with an additional year of graduate work at MUSC after obtaining the 
Bachelor’s at the College. A final draft of the 4+1 Masters proposal was submitted to Deans Auerbach 
and Hale who forwarded the proposal to Provost Brian McGee. After vetting concerns the Provost 
provided a Memo of Support of the program and program director Jeff Triblehorn, Associate Professor 
of Biology, was asked to obtain information from other similar programs. Requested information was 
obtained and returned to the Provost. 
 
Concurrent with the College’s Quality Enhancement Plan: Sustainability Literacy as a Bridge to 
Addressing 21st Century Problems, the title of the Environmental Studies minor was official changed to 
Environmental and Sustainability Studies. The program is now under the direction of Allison Welch, 
Assistant Professor of Biology. 
 
Faculty seek to establish a new undergraduate major in Environmental and Sustainability Studies. The 
number of students declaring and graduating with an ENSS minor continues to grow, in line with 
national and international trends. This year the program hosted 136 declared minors, 38 of which 
graduated in May 2017. 
 
Computing in the Arts is an interdisciplinary major supported by SSM and the School of the Arts. This 
program is directed by Bill Manaris, Department of Computer Science and continues in its popularity. 
There are currently 90 declared CITA majors, a 35% increase from last year. 
 
Strategy 2: Develop nationally recognized graduate programs 
 
2:1 Emphasize the acquisition of research and teaching grants to develop interdisciplinary, international 
and innovative programs that capitalize on our unique location and capabilities.   
Faculty in the marine biology program continued their success in securing extramural research and 
teaching grants. Their unique location on the Charleston Harbor and proximity to several federal and 
state partners offers them unique opportunities to conduct research in the marine sciences. Faculty at 
Grice Marine Lab are in receipt of just over $6M in funding for newly awarded and ongoing research 
grants.Sponsors include the National Science Foundation, Medical University of South Carolina, 
Slocum-Lunz Foundation, the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium, Oceana, and the Belle W. Baruch 
Foundation. 
 
2:2 Enhance graduate programs in marine biology, environmental studies, historic preservation, and arts 
management to achieve national recognition. 
Our Graduate Program in Marine Biology continues to be highly competitive and nationally ranked. The 
program attracts applicants from all over the country. Grice Marine Lab hosts a research experience for 
undergraduates (REU) program each summer which attracts undergraduates from other institutions 
who explore our facilities and the offerings of our GPMB. 
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The ability of the Masters of Environmental Studies program to provide students with a comprehensive 
background in both policy and science remains an attractive feature for prospective students. However, 
resources committed to this program are low. The program employs one full-time Program Coordinator 
who oversees administrative duties, logistics, and advising. This past year Annette Watson, Associate 
Professor of Political Science, assumed directorship of this program. 
 
The MES Program has a prominent position in the revised strategic and master plans for the College of 
Charleston. The MES program and the Dual-Degree Public Administration/Environmental Studies 
program have a solid reputation and strong interest from prospective students, thus producing greater 
interest in University of Charleston graduate studies. 
 
 
Strategy 4: Recruit, enroll, and retain an academically distinguished, well-prepared and diverse student 
body. 
 
4:4 Increase the amount of merit-based and need-based scholarship funding largely funded through 
private resources.  
 
In the academic year 2016-2017, the School of Sciences and Mathematics awarded approximately 
$205,000 in scholarships. These funds came from both private donors and public sources. 
 
Eight incoming freshman intending to major in computer science were awarded recurring scholarships in 
amounts varying from $2500 - $5000 per year. These funds were made possible by a special 
appropriation from the State of South Carolina. The appropriation was provided to support the College’s 
dedication to helping grow the Charleston area into a recognized digital hub by attracting the brightest 
and best students to the area. These appropriations are now in their fourth year. The first students to 
receive scholarships from these appropriations will graduate in May 2018. 
 
The Boineau Family Endowed Scholarship specifies criteria which will award South Carolina students 
who exhibit financial need. This endowment was pledged through an estate plan. 
 
The Dean continues to enthusiastically support the South Carolina Alliance for Minority Participation 
(SCAMP) program through research stipends and travel awards. When School fees come online in Fall 
2017, funds will be designated to further support this program. 
 
Strategy 7: Provide up-to-date facilities and infrastructure to enhance academic, co-curricular, and 
extracurricular programs. 
 
7:1 Build, renovate, and maintain classrooms, laboratories, and studios that allow for a variety of class 
sizes and teaching and learning styles. 
The renovation of the Rita Hollings Science Center continued throughout the academic year. 
Departments normally housed in RHSC are temporarily located at Harbor Walk, the School of Sciences 
and Mathematics Building, SCRA, MUSC, and JC Long. Substantial completion for this project was June 
23 with an anticipated move in date of July 10. As of the writing of this report the building is not 
complete and move in has been delayed until late fall. 
 
The Department of Computer Science has become quite comfortable in its newly acquired home at 
Harbor Walk. This location allows faculty and students access to the fast growing Charleston Digital 
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Corridor. This past year the department expanded its lease to the first floor of Harbor Walk East. Five 
research labs were added as well as a small “flex” room used for small classes, student study, and 
student meetings. Future plans include a smart classroom to accommodate the growing number of 
enrollments, a new Student Innovation Center, and public/private industry collaboration spaces. 
 
Faculty from the departments of Biology, Geology and Physics & Astronomy continue heavy use of the 
Field stations and Dixie Planation in Hollywood, SC. Several faculty members have instruments in place 
throughout the property used for continuous research. The property also continues to regularly serve 
field trips for classes in botany, plant taxonomy, ornithology, and herpetology. Stations are also often 
used for outreach activities and continuing education programs offered through the Lowcountry Hall of 
Science and Math.   Weekly labs are occasionally scheduled in the field stations as well.  

 
 
FACULTY WORKLOAD 
Enrollments 2016-2017    

Fall Spring   
2016 2017 

Department 
 

G U G U 

Biology BIOL 136 4754 116 4329  
TOTAL 136 4754 

  

Chemistry and 
Biochemistry 

CHEM 
 

1761 
 

1735 

 
TOTAL 

 
1761 

 
1735 

Computer Science CSIS 49 
 

54 
 

 
CSCI 

 
949 

 
943  

CITA 
 

66 
 

47  
DATA 

 
48 

 
53  

TOTAL 49 1063 54 1043 

Geology and 
Environmental 
Geosciences 

GEOL 
 

2162 
 

2035 

 
TOTAL 

 
2162 

 
2035 

Mathematics MATH 53 3700 43 2858  
TOTAL 53 3700 43 2858 

Physics and 
Astronomy 

ASTR 
 

651 
 

601 

 
PHYS 

 
889 

 
893  

TOTAL 
 

1540 
 

1494 

SCHOOL TOTAL 
 

238 14,980 213 13,494 
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Average Undergraduate Class Size  

Department Subject Average Class Size 

Biology BIOL 27.3 

Chemistry and 
Biochemistry CHEM 21.9 

Computer Science CSCI 23.1 

 CITA 16.5 

 DATA 16.0 

Geology and 
Environmental 
Geosciences GEOL 28.0 

Mathematics MATH 30.8 

Physics ASTR 28.6 

 PHYS 21.6 

 SCHOOL AVG 26.6 

 
Declared Majors  

Major U G 

Biology 732  
Marine Biology 149 39 

Biochemistry 66  
Chemistry 84  
Computer & Info Sciences  21 

Computer Info Systems 87  
Computer Science 263  
Computing in the Arts 90  
Data Science 35  
Environmental Studies  48 

Environmental/Dual Pro  16 

Geology 127  
Mathematics 80 15 

Astronomy   
Astrophysics 44  
Meteorology 13  

Physics 56  
SCHOOL TOTAL 1826 139 

 
Since the renovation of RHSC began we have noticed a dip in enrollments in BIOL and PHYS 
Intro courses and suspect the move to Harbor Walk may be responsible. Majors from other 
Schools who are completing science credits may be avoiding the trip to Harbor Walk and are 
instead registering for Geology or Chemistry courses offered in SSMB at 202 Calhoun Street. 
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This may also explain the decline in Biology majors. Residence in swing space may be limiting 
faculty’s ability to stimulate student interest. It will be interesting to follow trends once these 
department return to their permanent home in RHSC. 
 
Research-active faculty members in the School of Sciences and Mathematics teach a 3:3 course 
load, unless altered by special exception. This course load assumes a one-course release per 
semester to accommodate active research to result in peer reviewed publication. In addition to 
teaching regularly scheduled classes and advising declared majors, faculty mentor 
undergraduate research assistants, participate in external STEM outreach events, contribute to 
graduate and special programs such as Honors and First Year Seminar, as well as 
interdisciplinary majors and minors such as Neuroscience, Environmental Studies, Science and 
Math for Teachers, and serve on departmental and College-wide committees. Instructors teach 
a 4:4 course load as well as participate in many of the same additional duties listed above. 
 
In the case of the Department of Biology, faculty are perhaps being spread too thin. They 
contribute widely to interdisciplinary minors, First Year Experience courses, Honors courses, 
and distance education courses. Like upper division courses, these courses are often design for 
and characterized by small sizes. Preparation for the courses is time consuming and to the 
extent that roster faculty are assigned to these efforts, they are no longer available to staff 
larger sections elsewhere in the biology curriculum. To help biology majors be better prepared 
for upper division courses, the department prefers to place more roster faculty in freshman 
biology intro courses. Unfortunately, redirected efforts of roster faculty resulted in only 29% of 
the students in BIOL 111 and BIOL 112 lectures being taught by a roster faculty. That 
percentage increased to 59% in the Spring. The department is constantly faced with the choice 
between reserving roster faculty members’ expertise for upper division classes or intro 
sections. 
 
The growing number of majors in computer science has started to tip the scales on the 
workload productivity and faculty/student ratios in this department. The size of the faculty has 
grown slowly over the last few years. Faculty size was cited as an area of concern by an ABET 
accreditation team. Computer Science needs to hire two additional faculty members as soon as 
possible to shoulder the load of courses demanded by majors.


Although over 50% of all 100 and 200 level courses are taught by roster faculty, The 
Department of Chemistry also reports a dependency on adjuncts with many of those adjuncts 
teaching a full course load. The department’s accreditor, The American Chemical Society, 
recently addressed adjunct dependency with the following statement: 
 
“The ACS is concerned about the potential overreliance on temporary faculty. If the total 
number of temporary faculty is more than 1/3 of the total number of permanent faculty, 
describe the courses the temporary appointments teach and indicate whether they are required 
for the certification of the curriculum.”  
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Recent Major Curriculum Revisions 
 

BIOL Internship course Introduced an internship course that will allow students to 

register for credit when working with partners from the private 

and public sectors 

CSCI Addition of 

cybersecurity courses 

CSCI 111 Introduction to Cybersecurity; CSCI 345 Computer and 

Network Security 

ENSS New wildlife course Intro to state, federal, and international wildlife law, including 

state fish and game laws. 

MATH New Special Topics 

Course 

MATH 280 Intermediate Special Topics in Mathematics 

PHYS New Meteorology 

program 

B.A. in meteorology was offered for the first time. 

   

 
 
Research and Professional Development 
During the 2016-2017 academic year, Science and Math faculty members obtained $3.31M in 
newly awarded research grants and continued work on $22.79M in ongoing grants. Grants 
received were from federal, state and private sources such as: National Science Foundation; US 
Fish and Wildlife Service; Medical University of South Carolina; Slocum-Lunz Foundation; SC 
Department of Natural Resources; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA); 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory at Harvard; National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA); Howard Hughes Medical Institute; SC State University; Simons 
Foundation; Belle W. Baruch Foundation, Brown University; Camille & Henry Dreyfuss 
Foundation; BoomTown; Space Telescope Science Institute; US Forest Service/US Geological 
Services; Georgia Institute of Technology; Ceterus, Inc.; National Park Service; Research 
Corporation for Science Advancement; Hubble/NASA, American Chemical Society. 
 
SSM faculty published 239 articles in peer reviewed journals with an additional 24 accepted for 
publication and another 59 submitted for review. They presented their research at both 
national and international conferences. Multiple undergraduate students were published as co-
authors who traveled to regional and national conferences to present posters. 
 
Grants obtained for professional research can be found in Appendix A. Publications are 
reported to the Faculty Activity System. Special publications, conference proceedings, and 
patents can be found in individual department reports. 
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Service 
In addition to department programs and standing committees (such as curriculum, scholarship, 
assessment, long range planning, and safety) many SSM faculty members provide service to 
College-wide committees and external professional organizations. Many tenured faculty also 
hold national and regional offices within their discipline. Examples can be found in 
departmental reports. 
 
Outreach 
School of Sciences and Mathematics faculty, staff, and students participate regularly in STEM 
outreach activities throughout the Lowcountry and Tri-County area. Faculty host school groups 
on campus, organize public events, and visit local elementary and high schools to give 
presentations that inspire interest in higher learning in the STEM fields. Thanks to their efforts 
thousands of students in the Charleston County School District and beyond are exposed to 
natural and physical sciences, mathematics, and computer science each year. 
 
The Mace Brown Natural History Museum continues to be a favorite field trip for hundreds of 
local school children, senior groups, clubs and organizations, homeschoolers, local citizens and 
fossil aficionados, and tourists. The museum displays more than 3,000 fossil specimens that 
demonstrate how the Earth and life on Earth has changed over the past 3.45 billion years. The 
museum was recently expanded to accommodate an exhibit that displays examples of whale 
evolution. The Museum hosted over 7000 visitors this year alone. In January, Bucky the T rex, 
previously on display in the atrium of the Sciences and Mathematics Building was moved to the 
rotunda of Addlestone Library just across Calhoun Street. 
 
On January 27, 2017, the School of Sciences and Mathematics once again teamed up with 
Athletics to provide hands-on activities to over 2000 local school children who attended the 5th 
annual STEM Education Day at TD Arena. Faculty representatives from all six department as 
well as staff and students were in attendance with bones, biological specimens, marine touch 
tanks, rock samples, chemistry experiments, robotics, and math puzzles designed to engage 
students one on one and excite their curiosity in the sciences and mathematics. Afterwards, 
students cheered on the Women’s Basketball team as they played. The popularity of this event 
demonstrates the need for STEM education outreach. Planning has already begun for the 2018 
event. 
 
Christine Moore and Cynthia Hall continued to facilitate Girls Day Out. The event, held on July 
29-30, 2016, attracted nearly 100 young women ages 12-14 from the Tri-County area to 
campus. The overnight experience, meant to educate and attract rising 8th and 9th grade girls to 
pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, is hosted by SPAWAR 
Systems Center (SSC) Atlantic, in collaboration with the Office of Naval Research, College of 
Charleston, Trident Technical College, Advance Cyber Forensic Education Consortium, NUCOR 
Steel Berkeley, Bosch, Naval Health Clinic Charleston, and Paul Mitchell the School Charleston. 
The girls and their parents learned about various STEM career opportunities, degree programs, 
and admissions requirements.
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The 2017 Darwin Week was held February 12-17, 2017. For the first time since its inception, 
Darwin Week was presented as a School-wide effort support by the Dean’s office. Jason Vance, 
Associate Professor of Biology, coordinated the week of lectures offered by faculty both in and 
outside of the College with backgrounds in physics, biology and geology. Talks were hosted by 
the College and The Citadel and were well attended by both college’s communities as well as 
the general public. 
 
This year’s Annual Math Meet was held on February 21, 2017 and attracted 458 students from 
schools located in South Carolina, North Carolina, and Georgia. The College’s Math Meet 
started in 1978 and predates almost all other college sponsored high school mathematics 
competitions. It is designed to encourage students of all levels in their math studies. The 
Departments of Chemistry, Computer Science, and Physics also participate by offering events 
and demonstrations making the competition an all-day event that advertises the College and 
exposes students to the broader impacts of mathematics on the sciences. This was the first year 
that demographic data was collected on Math Meet attendees. Information was supplied by 
teachers upon registration. A total of 189 female students (41.2%) and 251 male students 
(54.8%) attended with 17 students giving “no response” and 1 student choosing “other” for 
gender. Caucasians made up 48.7% of participants; the second largest identified group was 
Asians at 20.1%, whereas 19.9% of participants preferred not to respond. Attendance was 
lower than in past years, possibly because the event was scheduled on the same day as the 
Charleston STEM Festival which draws thousands of students and their parents. Every roster 
faculty member in the Department of Mathematics participated in this event. 
 
The Lowcountry Hall of Science and Math (LHSM) is the education/public engagement arm of 
the School of Sciences and Mathematics, serving as a critical bridge between science and math 
faculty and educators. The LHSM provides a mechanism for communication and collaboration 
between SSM, The School of Education, Health, and Human Performance (EHHP), regional 
educators, and the general public. The goals of the LHSM are to communicate science to 
community educators, collaborate with STEM faculty in outreach activities, grant writing, and 
development of education programs, and to coordinate community wide outreach activities. 
LHSM is currently in receipt of grants from Google, NASA Solar System Exploration Research 
Virtual Institute, Boeing, and the SC NASA Space Grant Consortium. Director Cyndi Hall is often 
a Co-PI on grants with educational components. The LHSM coordinates STEM outreach 
activities such as the College’s STEM Education Day at TD Arena, The Charleston STEM Festival, 
and The Lowcountry Science Fair which hosted 123 students grades 5-12 who collaborated on 
100 science projects. The first and second place winners of Senior 2 Division represented the 
Lowcountry at ISF in Los Angeles, CA in May. 
 
CORAL (Community Outreach Research and Learning) program at Grice Marine Lab, led by 
Pete Meier, exposes students of all ages to the local marine environment through regular on 
and off campus programs. CORAL conducts approximately 50 events each year. In addition, 
CORAL regularly participates in group STEM outreach events. CORAL touch tanks have become 
a highlight of STEM education events throughout the Lowcountry. 
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Faculty members regularly participate in outreach activities hosted by local and regional 
schools, career days, and science nights. Select educational outreach activities can be found in 
departmental reports. 
 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
Contributions to the Honors College 
The Schools commitment to the Honors College continues to grow. In 2016-2017 SSM faculty 
offered a total of 56 credit hours to the HONS curriculum. Offerings included: 

 HONS 115: Honors Calculus 
 HONS 151/151L: Honors Biology I/Lab 
 HONS 152/152L: Honors Biology II/Lab 
 HONS 155/155L: Honors Geology I/Lab 
 HONS 156/156L: Honors Geology II/Lab 
 HONS 159/159L: Honors Astronomy I/Lab 
 HONS 160/160L: Honors Astronomy II/Lab 
 HONS 190: Accelerated General Chemistry (Replaced 191/191L and 294/294L) 
 HONS 192/192L: Honors Organic Chemistry I: Applications of Molecular Structure and 

Properties/Lab: Purification, Separation and Characterization of Organic Compounds 
 HONS 293/293L: Honors Organic Chem II/Lab 
 HONS 216: Conceptual Tour of Contemporary Mathematics 
 HONS 381: Computer Music on a Laptop 
 HONS 499: Natural Fractal Structure, Independent Study  

 
Contributions to the First Year Experience 
The School also continued its strong commitment to the First Year Experience. Faculty 
participated in interdisciplinary learning communities as well as offering individual seminars. 
Offerings included: 

 Learning Communities 

 From Russia with Code: Cybersecurity & Russia 
 RUSS 101: Elementary Russian I and CSCI 199: Cybersecurity 

 Biology and Chemistry for Pre-Med Students 
 BIOL 111/111L: Intro to Cell and Molecular Biology and CHEM 111/111L 

Principles of Chemistry 

 Gateway to Neuroscience 
 BIOL 111: Intro to Cell and Molecular Biology and PSYC 103: Intro to 

Psychological Science 

 Viruses and the Coming Apocalypse 
 BIOL 111: Intro to Cell and Molecular Biology and ENGL 110: Intro to 

Academic Writing 

 STEM-SCAMP 
 BIOL 111/111L: Intro to Cell and Molecular Biology and MATH 120/120L: 

Introductory Calculus 
 First Year Seminars 

 Biomimicry: Nature as Mentor 
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 The Human Animal: Paleolithic Bodies in a Modern World 

 Technology Ventures 

 Computer Science Scholars 

 Natural History of the Low Country 

 Technology, Innovation, and Sustainability 

 Cybersecurity: Chasing Ghosts in the Wires 

 How Things Work: the “Science” of Everyday Life  
 

Distance Education 
The popularity of online courses in computer science and mathematics continues to grow and 
the two departments are responding to this need by regularly offering introductory courses 
online. 
 
The need to provide hands-on laboratory experiences limits the feasibility of on-line courses in 
natural science programs. However, Biology was able to provide some online lecture courses 
such as Animal Behavior and Introduction to Cellular and Molecular Biology. 
 
Interdisciplinary Course/Course in Other Schools 
The School’s two interdisciplinary minors, Environmental Studies and Neuroscience, are shared 
with the School of Humanities and Social Sciences. Both continue to be popular among students 
and discussions to move both minors to a major continue. Enrollment for the Computing in the 
Arts major continues to grow and maintain support from the School of the Arts. Classes offered 
by the Department of Geology and Environmental Geosciences support an interdisciplinary 
major and minor in archaeology offered by the Schools of the Arts; Humanities and Social 
Sciences; Languages, Cultures, and World Affairs; and Sciences and Mathematics. 
 
Although not a shared program, the Department of Biology now finds itself servicing large 
numbers of students from the School of Education, Health, and Human Performance (EHHP) 
who are majoring in Public Health, Exercise Science, and Athletic Training. A roster faculty 
member in EHHP designated to teach Anatomy and Physiology is desperately needed in order to 
offer more sections. As number in the Public Health majors grow, the demand increases. 
 
International/Global Initiatives 

Summer study abroad programs for the 2016-2017 academic year included:   
 SOUTH AFRICA, Faculty Directors K. Adem Ali, GEOL and Lauren Humphreys, GEOL: The 

Geology and Environment Field Experience, South Africa is designed to broaden 
students' geology and environmental experience by providing an opportunity for them 
to see firsthand some of the best geology in the world and some current environmental 
issues facing South Africa. The course is designed to teach students the fundamentals of 
geologic mapping using modern tools and methods. A third component of the trip is to 
develop an educational K-12 component, a virtual field trip. The virtual field trip will 
showcase African culture, history, and way of life through a series of videos, which can 
be shared with a primarily underrepresented Charleston area K-12 school. In addition, 
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while in South Africa, the program visited an urban school and a rural school, observing 
the differences in their instruction.  
 

 INDONESIA, Faculty Director Phil Dustan, BIOL: This study abroad program is located in 
the province of Bali.  It is designed to introduce students to the natural and human 
ecology of the tropics, explore the complex and distinctive natural features of tropical 
communities and to become familiar with ecological processes as they apply to tropical 
ecosystems in Bali, Indonesia, with a stopover in Hong Kong. 
 

 BAHAMAS, Faculty Director Erik Sotka, BIOL: This is a study abroad option of an upper-
level course that is offered to biology majors. It is a core biology course and a 
requirement for marine biology majors. Participants study classification, morphology, 
physiology, behavior and life histories of invertebrates. Laboratory work emphasized the 
study of living material from the local fauna. Students spent two days of Maymester at 
Grice Marine Laboratory (James Island, SC) and then traveled to Gerace Research 
Marine Station in San Salvador, Bahamas for 13 nights. 
 

 BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS, Faculty Director Rusty Day, BIOL: This course introduces 
undergraduate students to the organismal biology, ecology, and conservation of the 
Caribbean coral reef ecosystem in the British Virgin Islands. Emphasis is placed on field 
methods and labs, including SCUBA-based field experiments that provide hands-on 
experience and contribute to ongoing research projects. Lectures cover the biodiversity, 
systematics, and population and community-level ecology of predominant species of 
macroalgae, fishes and invertebrates and are paired with onboard or in-water lab 
exercises. This program is conducted in collaboration with the Marine Science and 
Nautical Training Academy (MANTA). 
 

 PANAMA, Faculty Director Craig Plante, BIOL: This combined lecture and lab course in 
Ecology is a biology core course and is required for Marine Biology majors.  Students will 
spend approximately ½ week in Charleston and 2 ½ weeks in Panama, which will offer a 
significant portion of the laboratory in a tropical setting. 

 
 INDIA, Faculty Directors Vijay Vulava and Timothy Callahan, GEOL: This course will focus 

on issues related to water resources and pollution along the Ganges River basin from 
the headwaters of the river in the Himalayas to its mouth near the Bay of Bengal.  It has 
two focus areas: 1) water resource and hydrology principles that delve into specific 
issues, including impacts of river management for economic development and 
associated land use change effects on water resource availability, and 2) water quality 
principles that focused on natural and anthropogenic changes to the chemical character 
of the river water, and linkages between human and environmental health. 
 

 GERMANY, Faculty Director Chris Korey, BIOL: This program is designed to enlighten 
students regarding the international nature of neuroscience research and the vast 
research opportunities and collaborations that are possible in today’s scientific 

http://www.manta-online.org/
http://www.manta-online.org/
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community. More specifically, the goal is to expose undergraduate students to 
neuroscience research and training conducted by the consortium of the German Schools 
of Neuroscience (GSN) through an intensive four-week seminar experience. Students 
interact with leading researchers through lectures, laboratory tours and 
demonstrations. 

 
 
Additional Programs and Centers 
The BEnthic Acoustic Mapping and Survey (BEAMS) Program completed its 10th year at the 
College. Housed within the Department of Geology and Environmental Geosciences, the 
program trains geology and marine biology students in the use of state-of-the-art technology 
and software, to study in detail the ocean’s seafloor. The program is designed to address the 
omnipresent need for qualified ocean surveyors to support the expanding academic 
opportunities and job market in bathymetric mapping, seafloor habitat characterization, 
hydrography, marine spatial planning, water column process, marine geology and geophysics 
research, and remote observation of the ocean’s variability through time. The College’s BEAMS 
student alumni have become recognized internationally for their knowledge of and experience 
with mapping technologies. 
 
The program continues to acquire academic, government, private and industry partners. CARIS 
continues to provide seafloor mapping software and eTrac Engineering has made a five year 
commitment of funds that allow the program to support student travel to professional 
meetings and additional staff. Students are provided with opportunities to participate in cruises 
that offer hands on experience in mapping. To date, 130 students have completed the 3 
courses offered by BEAMS. 
 
Santee Cooper Geographic Information Systems Laboratory is a center for excellence in 
geographic information systems (GIS) and remote sensing. It supports undergraduate, 
graduate, and faculty teaching and research, facilitates education and outreach, and trains 
students in GIS software. The lab also provides data and support for community and regional 
groups: 

 SCGIS maintains a base station on the roof of the science building that serves as part of 
the state’s emergency management plan allowing first responders to use differential 
GPS during emergencies and disasters.  

 The lab is a source of information about the Charleston Seismic Zone providing 
educational information for K-higher education users as well as the general public.  

 A partner of the United States Geologic Survey, the Center is a data site for the National 
Map program.  

 The lab supports FEMA’s HAZUS-MH program by holding certification workshops at the 
College. 

 The lab supports the South Carolina Arc Users Group and South Carolina Mapping 
Advisory Committee. 

 The lab supports South Carolina Earthquake Education and Preparedness. 
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Although the SCGIS laboratory is housed, funded, and supported by SSM, the facilities, 
software, and storage capabilities are currently used by SOTA, SB, HSS, LCWA, the Honors 
College, and the Graduate School. This past year alone 13 Master’s thesis from MES students 
were completed with the aid of the SCGIS lab. 
 
South Carolina Space Grant Consortium (SCSGC) is part of a nationwide network that promotes 
aerospace research, K-12 and college education, and public awareness of NASA mission 
directorate initiatives. Within the larger context of national STEM initiatives, SCSGC promotes 
activities in research, education, and public engagement related to NASA’s mission. The College 
of Charleston serves as the lead institution for the SCSGC and SC NASA EPSCoR and the College 
acts as the Consortium’s legal and fiscal agent for both programs. SCSGC’s goals and objectives 
are: to increase access and understanding of space, Earth systems science, biological sciences, 
and aeronautics; encourage cooperative programs among colleges and universities, state 
organizations, business and industry, and pre-college interests; enhance interdisciplinary 
research, education and public service activities; recruit and train students, educators, and 
professionals, especially women and underrepresented groups; promote a strong STEM base in 
SC education; facilitate statewide communication of NASA opportunities and programs.  
 
The program annually awards undergraduate research funds, graduate assistantships, NASA 
Center internships, Minorities in STEM awards, and Palmetto Academy awards as well as 
houses a faculty research program all of which directly benefit College faculty and students. 
 
South Carolina Earthquake Education & Preparedness Program (SCEEP) is composed of 
Geology faculty members whose broad research interests encompass everything from the 
cause of earthquakes to their likely effects and then share that information with the public and 
the appropriate emergency management groups. The group is funded by the SC Emergency 
Management Division and is responsible for promoting earthquake safety and examining 
hazards on a statewide basis. 
 
DIVERSITY 
Faculty Recruitment Efforts 
The School’s roster of faculty members consists of 31% female, the largest underrepresented 
group in STEM fields, and approximately 10% of ethnicities other than Caucasian or of foreign 
descent.  A comparison of recent percentage of women and minorities receiving terminal 
degrees in various STEM fields, and our employment percentages in those fields is shown 
below. The comparison shows that SSM is a leader in providing fair employment opportunities 
to both demographic groups. 
 
 

  Minorities Women 

CIP Discipline IPEDS CofC IPEDS CofC 

11 Computer and Information Science and 
Support Services 

12% 15% 19% 23% 

26 Biological and Biomedical Sciences 18% 3% 53% 30% 
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27 Mathematics and Statistics 9% 18% 29% 32% 

40 Physical Sciences 10% 14% 34% 35% 

*The above reference 2015-2016 data as 2016-2017 was not available. 
 
When advertising for faculty positions, search chairs allocate additional funds to advertise in 
media available to minority audiences such as the Association for Women in Science and the 
Society for the Advancement of Native Americans and Chicanos in Science and the National 
Organization for the Professional Advancement of Black Chemists and Chemical Engineers. 
Advertisements are also sent to institutions known to have large numbers of minority PhD 
students such as Howard University, Alabama A&M, Florida International University, and 
University of Puerto Rico. Academic requirements remain a priority in regards to potential 
hires. 
 
During the 2016-2017 academic year two, new tenure track faculty members joined the SSM 

roster: 

 Jay Forsythe, Assistant Professor of Chemistry 

o Ph.D. in Chemistry, Vanderbilt University 

o Postdoctoral Fellow, Georgia Institute of Technology 

 Xenia Mountrounidou, Assistant Professor of Computer Science 

o Ph.D. in Computer Science, North Carolina State University 

o Postdoctoral Research Associate, College of William and Mary  

 
Student Diversity Efforts 
The South Carolina Alliance for Minority Participation (SCAMP) is an initiative of the National 
Science Foundation and is aimed at encouraging minorities to pursue degrees in STEM areas.  A 
major goal of the program is to increase the number of underrepresented minorities receiving 
baccalaureate degrees in these areas. The long-term goal is to increase the number of students 
matriculating in graduate studies in STEM fields. It is a subset of the Louis Stokes-AMP national 
program.  In South Carolina, the consortium is made up of the College of Charleston and nine 
other institutions of higher learning, with South Carolina State University serving as the lead 
institution. 
 
The Summer Bridge Program for SCAMP is a subset of the Speedy Consolidation and Transition 
(SPECTRA) Program and is held during Summer II Session. Students are enrolled in MATH 111 
Pre-Calculus and corresponding Lab and Calculation of Chemistry (CHEM 103) and registered 
for 5 college credit hours. The goals of the program are to prepare students to successfully pass 
MATH 120 Calculus, improve study skills and time management, assist in making a smooth 
transition from high school to college, and provide students with an immersive experience of 
academics, social engagements, community service, and cultural activities. Eleven students 
participated in the summer of 2016. 
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Women in Computing is an initiative of the Department of Computer Science. Despite the high 
female population at the College as a whole, the majority of majors in computer science 
disciplines are males. The goal of this student organization is to increase the number of female 
majors by focusing on female mentoring by female faculty. Under the direction of RoxAnn 
Stalvey, number of female majors continues to rise. Last year the Department reported that 
24% of their majors were female. The national average is 19%.  
 
Two external grant programs, the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) and the South 
Carolina National Institutes of Health IDeA Networks of Biomedical Research Excellence (SC 
INBRE), help support undergraduate research and in particular emphasize the inclusion of 
underrepresented minorities. 
 
ASSESSMENT ACTIVITES 

Assessment takes place at both the school-wide and departmental/programmatic 
levels.  School-wide assessment studied outcomes involving instruction in our introductory 
general education courses, students participated in undergraduate research, laboratory safety, 
admission to professional schools, outreach, and faculty research productivity.  The results 
show that we need additional lines to provide roster faculty to teach in introductory lectures 
and thus lessen our dependency on adjuncts (44% of intro students are taught by adjuncts), 
that we continue to provide research opportunities to over 200 students each year and that we 
require more resources to provide similar opportunities to more students (234 for credit in 
FY14, 217 for credit in FY15, 422 in FY16),  that our safety efforts continue to improve 
(departmental safety committees are becoming more active), that we reached over 26,400 
people through our outreach activities, and that faculty secured over 6.4 million dollars in 
external grant funds, publishing 264 peer-reviewed articles.. Departments assessed aspects of 
their program that were important to them. 
 

STUDENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Undergraduate/Graduate Research 

Undergraduate research remains a priority and a high impact experience for Science and Math 
majors. This experience often results in students presenting their research findings at regional 
and national conferences and/or being published alongside their faculty mentors in peer 
reviewed journals. This credit is invaluable for graduate and professional health school 
applications and further prepares students for their graduate studies.  Each year approximately 
250 students work in a research lab with approximately 50 experiences resulting in student 
author credit on an article published in a refereed scientific journal. 
 
In November 2016, the School held its now annual research match-making session which 
introduces faculty mentors to undergraduates eager for a high impact research experience. 
Approximately 150 students stopped by to meet with researchers from our six academic 
departments and the Medical University of South Carolina. Dozens of students were matched 
to a faculty mentor and began working in labs Spring 2017. 
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SSM students were awarded a total of 38 research grants from the Office of Undergraduate 
Research and Creative Activities. These grants provide funds for materials, stipends for summer 
research, and cover travel fees to conferences and meetings. A complete list of awards can be 
found in Appendix B. 
 

The 29th Annual Undergraduate Research Poster Session featured 141 posters representing the 
work of approximately 300 authors. A complete list of abstracts can be found at HERE. SSM 
students also presented at campus events such as the Graduate School Poster Session, 
Neuropalooza, and Celebration of Scholars.  
 
Students presented research at regional and national conferences often winning scholarships 
and awards. Conferences and meetings include: SYNAPSE annual meeting; Society for 
Integrative Comparative Biology; American Chemical Society; US HYDRO Conference; American 
Fisheries Society Southeastern Division; Southeastern Society of Parasitologists; Southeastern 
Developmental Biology Conference; Southeast Enzyme Meeting; Lunar and Planetary Sciences 
Conference; Geological Society of America; USA CARIS 2016 Conference. Computer science 
students competed in international, national, and regional programming competitions. 
 

Professional Health Advising 

The 2016-2017 academic year saw a steady flow of student activity drawn from a pool of 
prospective students, currently enrolled students, transfer students, athletic recruits and 
alumni. An average of 30 students per week visited the Health Professions Advising Office. Of 
these, 129 students were accepted to professional schools including clinical programs in the 
following areas: medicine, dental, veterinary, pharmacy, allied health, and nursing. 44 students 
were accepted to medical schools (both MD and DO). Overall medical school applications had a 
58% acceptance rate. Trends in medical school applications are changing and approximately 
50% of students are applying the year they graduate rather than starting medical school 
immediately after graduation. This trend has been well received by medical schools, but it 
presents new challenges in accurate student tracking. 
 
Since the launch of Banner, the College’s software system, the pre-health category helps to 
identify and track incoming pre-health students. As of June 2016, more than 500 students were 
designated as pre-health students with an assigned pre-health advisor. Pre-Health Peer 
Mentors continue to be made available to make pre-health information more accessible to all 
interested pre-health students at the College. Student to student interaction has proven to be 
very successful. 
 
The MCAT prep course that was being offered at the North Area campus was discontinued due 
to lack of enrollment and a new course is currently being designed by the Pre-Health Advising 
Office and will be offered on the downtown campus beginning January 2018. 
 
At the time of the writing of this report the following acceptances were reported: 

 Medical School, 40 

 Osteopathic, 4 
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 Dental, 20 

 Pharmacy, 7 

 Cardiovascular Perfusion, 1 

 Physician Assistant, 5 

 Physical Therapy, 4 

 Occupational Therapy, 3 

 Nursing, 47  



GRANTS‐NEW APPENDIX A

ORGA 
Number Date Funded PI ID DEPT

Funding 
Source Project Title Sponsor

Anticip Start 
Date

Amount 
Funded Co‐PI Name

2016‐044 7/5/2016 fragilep PHYS Federal RUI: Advanced Numerical Simulations of Black Hole Accretion National Science Foundation 7/1/2016 $220,411 

2016‐041 7/11/2016 leep BIOL/GML State
Proton‐Transfer‐Reaction Mass Spectrometry discovery 
platform of volatile biomarkers for acute kidney injury MUSC 6/7/2016 $15,732 

2014‐007C 7/13/2016 clarkaj BIOL Federal
Collaborative IOS Full Proposal: RUI: Biting hard with soft 
feeding apparatuses‐ Year 3 National Science Foundation 9/1/2014 $66,800

2015‐132B 7/21/2016 anderspe CSCI State
Electronic Health Medical Record Phenotyping using Machine 
Learning and NLP ‐ Year 2 MUSC 7/1/2015 $25,000 

2017‐022 8/2/2016 levinen GEOL Private FME Software Linceses to support program courses  Safe Software Inc. 7/1/2016 0

2016‐105 8/10/2016 levinen GEOL State
South Carolina Earthquake Education and Preparedness 
(SCEEP) Program

Central US Earthquake 
Consortium 6/1/2016 $13,461 beutele, jaumes

2015‐094B 8/15/2016 runyonc GEOL Federal SC Space Grant Consortium Bridge Funding, Years 23‐25 NASA 6/15/2015 $570,000 

2015‐129C 8/16/2016 rumseyic PHYS Federal
Measurement of Trace Gas & Particle Air‐Surface Exchange in 
a Coastal Environment‐ Year 3 Amec Foster Wheeler 7/9/2016 $49,564 

2013‐094C 8/23/2016 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐Brown‐MIT, Year 3 Brown University 3/7/2014 $19,445 hallcr

2015‐044S 9/6/2016 websterj MATH Federal
Analysis and Control of Mathematical Models of Fluttering 
Plates‐ Supplement National Science Foundation 8/1/2014 $10,000 

2016‐011B 9/6/2016 deavorj SSM Federal INBRE‐2015‐2020, July 2016‐June 2017 USC 7/1/2015 $146,622 

2015‐140B 9/6/2016 byrumc BIOL Federal
Sorting it out: An in vivo model examining roles of importins in 
neurogenesis (INBRE) 2016‐2017 SC INBRE 7/10/2015 $78,037 

2015‐144B 9/6/2016 geslainr BIOL Federal
Intracellular delivery of new anticancer tRNA drug complexed 
with a cell‐penetrating peptide SC INBRE 7/1/2016 $78,037 

2013‐094C‐S 9/12/2016 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐Brown‐MIT, Year 3, Supplement Brown University 3/7/2014 $19,240 hallcr

2016‐040R 9/20/2016 andersonpe2 CSCI Federal
Predictive Modeling of Lung Cancer Recurrence using 
Alternative Splicing Events versus Differential Expression Data SC INBRE 1/1/2016 $10,000 

2016‐084 9/22/2016 runyonc GEOL Federal

NASA EPSCoR 2016: USC‐ Temporal and Spatial Variability of 
Floodplain Currents by In‐Situ Observations, Radar 
Inferometry and Numerical Simulations NASA EPSCoR 5/1/2016 $750,000 

2016‐059B 9/27/2016 olmsteda CSCI Private Health Care Billing System Analysis‐Phase II RPM Healthcare 1/1/2016 $3,726 

2015‐056B 10/1/2016 guirgisg CHEM Private

Conformational studies of compounds containing a six‐
membered ring system consisting of silicon and other atoms in 
the cyclic backbone, Year 2

Camille & Henry Dreyfus 
Foundation 11/1/2014 $10,000 

2017‐036 10/26/2016 callahant GEOL State

A Study on State‐wide Estimates of Reference or Potential 
Evapotranspiration Using Three Widely Used Methods for 
South Carolina, U.S.A.

SC Department of Natural 
Resources 10/26/2016 $61,940 
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2016‐112B 10/26/2016 andersonpe2 CSCI Private BoomTown Master Agreement‐ Year two BoomTown 7/1/2016 $61,165 

2017‐039 11/4/2016 mountrouidoux CSCI Federal

"IUSE: Collaborative Project: Engaged Student Learning: 
Design and Development, Level I: Broadening the Path to the 
STEM Profession through Cybersecurity Learning National Science Foundation 9/15/2016 $249,007 

2012‐019E 11/17/2016 callahant GEOL State Stringer Creek Hydrology, year 5 SC DOT/SC DNR 11/17/2016 $7,520

2017‐049 12/13/2016 bowringj CSCI Foreign

NeCTAR NCRIS Virtual Laboratory Operations Project 
Description for “Establishing a Virtual Laboratory for 
Geochemistry ‐ VGCL”  Curtin University 1/1/2017 $21,521 

2017‐042 12/15/2016 harriss GEOL Federal SC DNR – BOEM Program 2016‐2018
SC Department of Natural 
Resources 9/1/2016 $23,412 

2014‐094RB 12/20/2016 jaumes GEOL Federal
Development of a Community Velocity Model for the 
Charleston, SC Region‐ Year 2 US Geological Survey 1/1/2017 $44,782 levinen

2016‐026 1/3/2017 chartasg PHYS Federal
The Wide‐Angle Outflow of the Lensed z=1.51 AGN HS 
0810+2554

Chandra‐Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory 
(Harvard) 1/2/2016 $54,000 

2015‐103S 1/12/2017 naylorg BIOL/GML Federal
Collaborative Research: FishLife: genealogy and traits of living 
and fossil vertebrates that never left the water‐ Supplement  National Science Foundation 10/1/2015 $72,189 

2017‐041 1/24/2017 chartasg PHYS Federal
MEASURING THE INNERMOST STABLE ORBIT USING 
MICROLENSING OF THE FE K LINE (OBS)

Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory/Harvard 1/2/2017 $161,830 

2015‐133B 1/26/2017 coryw CHEM Federal
Investigations of degradation of pharmaceuticals stored on 
the International Space Station‐Continuation NASA 10/19/2015 $18,395 

2017‐040 1/27/2017 chartasg PHYS Federal
Revealing the Structure of the Inner Accretion Flow of the 
Quasar RXJ 1131‐1231 (ARC)

Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory/Harvard 1/1/2017 $14,000 

2016‐089 2/3/2017 callahant GEOL Federal
An Integrative, multi‐disciplinary approach to inform numeric 
nutrient criteria in SC coastal wetlands

SC Department of Natural 
Resources 10/1/2016 $93,797 

2017‐006 2/24/2017 fragilep PHYS Federal
A Local Laboratory for Studying Positive Feedback from 
Supermassive Black Holes

Space Telescope Science 
Institute 8/16/2016 $2,982 

I2017‐084 2/27/2017 larsenml PHYS Federal Eclipse: College of Charleston Society of Physics Students SC Space Grant Consortium 3/1/2017 $1,500 

I2017‐086 2/27/2017 hallcr LHSM/MATH Federal
Go Dark Charleston: Educator Professional Development for 
Formal Educators in the Lowcountry SC Space Grant Consortium 3/1/2017 $2,000 

I2017‐087 2/27/2017 hallcr LHSM/MATH Federal
Go Dark Parks SC: Educator Professional Development for Park 
Rangers Across the State SC Space Grant Consortium 3/1/2017 $2,000 

2017‐068 2/28/2017 richardsont PHYS Federal Workshops to build kids' solar projection telescopes American Astronomical Society 3/1/2017 $1,533 
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2017‐095 3/7/2017 levinen GEOL Federal
2017 Earthquake Earthquake Awareness and Education 
Proposal: SC

Central US Earthquake 
Consortium 1/1/2017 $35,901 

2015‐069C 3/10/2017 callahant GEOL Federal
Monitoring Stream Flow in the Turkey Creek Watershed, 
Francis Marion National Forest, South Carolina

US Forest Service/US Geological 
Services 4/29/2015 $31,158 

2016‐059B 3/20/2017 olmsteda CSCI Private Health Care Billing System Analysis‐Phase III RPM Healthcare 1/1/2016 $5,678 

I2017‐106 4/3/2017 alika GEOL Federal

SC Space Grant Consortium Graduate Research Assistantship 
(David Flanagan): Bio‐optical Inversion Modelling of the Water 
Column in the USVI Using Submerisble Beam Attenuation 
Methods SC Space Grant 5/15/2017 $12,000 

2013‐094C‐S2 4/14/2017 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐Brown‐MIT, Year 3, Supplement 2 Brown University 3/7/2014 $5,440 hallcr

2017‐024 4/21/2017 forsythejg CHEM Federal
Investigating the Structure of Proto‐peptides Containing 
Mixed Polarity Side Chains Georgia Institute of Technology 10/1/2016 $27,464 

2017‐107 5/1/2017 andersonpe2 CSCI Private Towards FutureCast Ceterus Inc.  5/16/2017 $15,000 

2016‐004B 5/1/2017 levinen GEOL Federal

Building a Regional Resilience to Water Related Hazards in the 
Charleston, SC Region: Charleston Resilience Network 
Initiative‐ Year 2 SC Sea Grant Consortium 5/1/2017 $73,951 

I2017‐071 5/8/2017 chadwickj GEOL Federal
REAP 2017: Late Amazonian Vulcanism of the Tharsis Region 
of Mars SC Space Grant Consortium  6/1/2017 $20,000 

2017‐049B 5/17/2017 bowringj CSCI Foreign

NeCTAR NCRIS Virtual Laboratory Operations Project 
Description for “Establishing a Virtual Laboratory for 
Geochemistry ‐ VGCL” ‐ Year 2 Curtin University 5/15/2017 $38,589 

2012‐019F 5/17/2017 callahant GEOL State Stringer Creek Hydrology, year 6 SC DOT/SC DNR 3/1/2017 $7,520

I2017‐081 5/25/2017 chadwicki PHYS Federal
RGP: Density fluctuations near critical point and their role in 
phase separation SC NASA EPSCoR 6/1/2017 $25,000 

I2017‐082 5/25/2017 fragilel PHYS Federal
RGP: Don’t Try This in a Lab: Using Exploding Neutron Stars to 
Study the Physics of Gas Disks SC NASA EPSCoR 6/1/2017 $23,286 

2013‐094D 5/25/2017 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐Brown‐MIT, Year 4 Brown University 3/7/2014 $8,438 hallcr
$3,309,073 
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2009‐009 8/25/2009 520826 rutterm BIOL Federal Collaborative:RUI:Quantifying mutation parameters in a fitneNational Science Foundation 09/30/15 $258,372
2009‐009S 5/11/2010 520947 rutterm BIOL Federal REU Supplement: Arabidopsis 2010 Collaborative Reserac: RUNational Science Foundation 9/30/2015 $7,000
2009‐009S2 1/26/2011 520947 rutterm BIOL Federal REU Supplement: Arabidopsis 2010 Collaborative Reserac: RUNational Science Foundation 9/30/2015 $7,000
2009‐084 5/24/2010 520828 bowringj CSCI Federal Collaborative: Analytical techniques and software: DevelopmNational Science Foundation 5/31/2016 $127,478
2009‐084B 4/15/2011 520828 bowringj CSCI Federal Collaborative: Analytical techniques and software: DevelopmNational Science Foundation 5/31/2016 $96,320
2009‐084C 4/5/2012 520828 bowringj CSCI Federal Collaborative: Analytical techniques and software: DevelopmNational Science Foundation 5/31/2016 $98,113
2009‐084S 6/25/2014 520828 bowringj CSCI Federal Collaborative: Analytical Techniques and Software: DevelopmNational Science Foundation 5/31/2016 $31,894
2009‐124 3/23/2010 520824 zimmermana BIOL Federal (RUI): Targeted Annotation and Exploration of Synteny of ImmNational Science Foundation 02/29/16 $151,570
2009‐124B 3/26/2012 520824 zimmermana BIOL Federal (RUI): Targeted Annotation and Exploration of Synteny of ImmNational Science Foundation 02/29/16 $45,354
2010‐051 7/14/2010 520877 carsonjc PHYS Federal RUI: Ground‐Based and Space‐Based Direct Imaging Surveys fNational Science Foundation 2/29/2016 $286,568
2010‐074 7/16/2010 520829 runyonc GEOL Federal Space Grant Year 18 NASA 6/24/2015 $430,000 colganm
2010‐074B 9/9/2011 520829 runyonc GEOL Federal Space Grant Year 19 NASA 6/24/2015 $430,000 colganm
2010‐074BS 5/3/2012 520829 runyonc GEOL Federal SCSGC Year 19 Augmentation NASA 6/24/2015 $185,000 colganm
2010‐076R 3/25/2011 520890 oprisans PHYS Federal CAREER: Prediction of Synchrony and Phase‐Locked Modes inNational Science Foundation 3/31/2017 $210,000
2010‐076R‐B 8/8/2011 520890 oprisans PHYS Federal Year 2 CAREER: Prediction of Synchrony and Phase‐Locked M National Science Foundation 3/31/2017 $20,000
2010‐076R‐BS 9/23/2011 520890 oprisans PHYS Federal Year 2 Supplement CAREER: Prediction of Synchrony and Pha National Science Foundation 3/31/2017 $70,000
2010‐076R‐C 8/13/2013 520890 oprisans PHYS Federal Year 3: Supplement CAREER National Science Foundation 3/31/2017 $20,000
2010‐076R‐D 2/12/2014 520890 oprisans PHYS Federal Year 4: CAREER National Science Foundation 3/31/2017 $90,000
2010‐076R‐E 6/8/2015 520890 oprisans PHYS Federal Year 5: CAREER National Science Foundation 3/31/2017 $90,000
2010‐077B 5/3/2012 520907 stalveyr CSCI Federal Year 2: Collaborative Research: Scaling up an innovative apprNational Science Foundation 5/31/2016 $75,636
2010‐077C 6/17/2013 520907 stalveyr CSCI Federal Year 3: Collaborative Research: Scaling up an innovative apprNational Science Foundation 5/31/2016 $39,088
2010‐077D 5/15/2014 520907 stalveyr CSCI Federal Year 4: Collaborative Research: Scaling up an innovative apprNational Science Foundation 5/31/2016 $63,269
2011‐005 4/12/2011 520899 rutterm BIOL Federal Collaborative: RUI: Engaging undergraduates in genomic queNational Science Foundation 3/31/2016 $422,500 stranda; murrenc
2011‐007 3/31/2011 520893 sotkae GML Federal Collaborative Research: Cascading effects of an invasive seawNational Science Foundation 7/31/2015 $265,414
2011‐008R 2/9/2012 520953 murrenc BIOL Federal RUI: Integrating roots into whole plant phenotypes: ecologicaNational Science Foundation 2/28/2017 $239,417
2011‐008RB 4/30/2014 520953 murrenc BIOL Federal RUI: Integrating roots into whole plant phenotypes: ecologicaNational Science Foundation 2/28/2017 $372,225
2011‐022 3/23/2011 520898 naylorg GML Federal Collaborative Research: Jaws and Backbone: Chondrichthyan National Science Foundation  8/31/2016 $2,234,878
2011‐022S 3/28/2014 520898 naylorg GML Federal REU Supplement: Collaborative Research: Jaws and BackboneNational Science Foundation  8/31/2016 $6,000
2011‐022S2 6/9/2015 520898 naylorg GML Federal REU Supplement: Collaborative Research: Jaws and BackboneNational Science Foundation  8/31/2016 $99,176
2011‐047R 8/15/2012 520979 neffj PHYS Federal RUI/Collaborative Research: A Spectroscopic Survey of CircumNational Science Foundation 7/31/2015 $79,344
2011‐049 8/26/2011 520927 pennyl PHYS Federal Molecular Band Measurements of Absolute Starspot PropertiNational Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $166,112
2011‐050 8/9/2011 520926 calinia MATH Federal Collaborative Research, RUI: Nonlinear Schroedinger Models National Science Foundation 7/31/2016 $174,104 calinia
2011‐057R 7/26/2012 520968 coryw CHEM Federal RUI: Photochemical Degradation, Soil Sorption, and EnvironmNational Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $133,880 vulavav
2011‐057RC 7/26/2014 520968 coryw CHEM Federal RUI: Photochemical Degradation, Soil Sorption, and EnvironmNational Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $100,728 vulavav
2011‐063 6/8/2011 520912 langvillea MATH Federal AF: Small: RUI: Ranking and Clustering by Integer and Linear National Science Foundation  8/31/2016 $399,897
2011‐073 1/27/2011 520894 zimmermana BIOL Federal Subaward: South Carolina IDeA Networks of Biomedical Rese SC EPSCoR 6/31/11 $10,000
2011‐100E 10/4/2014 631137 naylorg GML State Centers of Economic Excellence‐Marine Genomics MUSC 6/30/2015 $134,257 hilleniusw; auerbachmj
2011‐113 7/3/2012 520969 ditullioj GML Federal TRACERS: Tracing the fate of Algal Carbon Export in the Ross National Science Foundation 6/30/2015 $313,461
2012‐003 1/6/2012 520950 burnettl GML Federal RUI: Elevated environmental CO2 impairs acclimation to hypoNational Science Foundation 2/28/2017 $267,476 burnettk
2012‐003B 2/22/2013 520950 burnettl GML Federal Year 2: RUI: Elevated environmental CO2 impairs acclimationNational Science Foundation 2/28/2017 $247,992 burnettk
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2012‐003C 2/24/2014 520950 burnettl GML Federal RUI: Elevated envionmental CO2 impairs acclimation to hypoxNational Science Foundation 2/28/2017 $231,309 burnettk
2012‐003S 7/1/2014 520950 burnettl GML Federal Supplement: RUI: Elevated envionmental CO2 impairs acclimaNational Science Foundation 2/28/2017 $15,201 burnettk
2012‐019C 3/2/2015 631166 callahant GEOL State Stringer Creek Hydrology SC Department of Transportation/SC Department of Natu 6/30/2015 $7,520
2012‐019D 7/24/2015 631172 callahant GEOL State Stringer Creek Hydrology, year 4 SC Department of Transportation/SC Department of Natu 6/30/2016 $7,520
2012‐019D 7/24/2015 631172 callahant GEOL State Stringer Creek Hydrology, year 4 SC Department of Transportation/SC Department of Natu 6/30/2016 $7,520
2012‐038 7/5/2012 637248 gelascop CHEM Private 2012 Undergraduate Science Education Completion Howard Hughes Medical Institute  8/31/2016 $385,040 meyerbernsteine; hurdm
2012‐038B 9/5/2013 637248 gelascop CHEM Private 2013 Undergraduate Science Education Completion Howard Hughes Medical Institute  8/31/2016 $350,000 meyerbernsteine
2012‐038C 9/9/2014 637248 gelascop CHEM Private 2014 Undergraduate Science Education Completion Howard Hughes Medical Institute  8/31/2016 $350,000
2012‐038D 9/10/2015 637248 gelascop CHEM Private 2014 Undergraduate Science Education Completion Howard Hughes Medical Institute  8/31/2016 $350,000
2012‐042 8/27/2012 520982 fragilep PHYS Federal RUI: Numerical Simulations of Optically Thick Accretion onto  National Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $189,653
2012‐043 5/25/2012 637244 carsonjc PHYS Private Extrasolar Planet Imaging Studies with the Hubble and SpitxeResearch Corporation for Science Advancement 6/30/2015 $35,000
2012‐062R 5/7/2014 637300 coxbl MATH Private Collaborative work in conformal field theory Simons Foundation 8/31/2019 $35,000
2012‐065 8/27/2012 520981 coryw CHEM Federal MRI: Acquisition of an Ultra High Pressure Liquid ChromatogrNational Science Foundation 8/31/2015 $277,191 forconim; foxjl; vanhornb
2012‐069 9/19/2012 520983 larsenml PHYS Federal Collaborative Research: Characterization of the Two DimensioNational Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $237,871
2012‐069B 6/22/2013 520983 larsenml PHYS Federal Collaborative Research: Characterization of the Two DimensioNational Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $43,433
2012‐069C 4/14/2015 520983 larsenml PHYS Federal Collaborative Research: Characterization of the Two DimensioNational Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $44,098
2013‐011 11/8/2012 520987 runyonc GEOL Federal Research Infrastructure Development 2012‐2015 NASA EPSCoR 10/17/2016 $125,000
2013‐011B 8/14/2013 520987 runyonc GEOL Federal Research Infrastructure Development 2012‐2015 NASA EPSCoR 10/17/2015 $125,000
2013‐011C 9/16/2014 520987 runyonc GEOL Federal Research Infrastructure Development 2012‐2016 NASA EPSCoR 10/18/2015 $125,000
2013‐013 8/13/2013 521116 rutterm BIOL Federal Collaborative: RUI: The natural history of mutations: sequencNational Science Foundation 12/31/2016 $115,019
2013‐016 2/21/2013 521000 runyonc GEOL Federal Design, Manufacture, Evaluation, and Multi‐physical ModelinNASA EPSCoR 12/31/2016 $750,000
2013‐017 1/31/2013 520999 runyonc GEOL Federal Development of the Virgin Islands Center for Space Science atNASA EPSCoR 12/31/2016 $748,921 hakkilaj; neffj
2013‐026 1/7/2013 520989 chartasg PHYS Federal Energy Dependent X‐Ray Microlensing and the Structure of QChandra Observatory at Harvard University 11/18/2015 $50,700
2013‐056 3/19/2013 521115 welcha BIOL Federal Effects of Pharmaceutical Photodegradation Products in Fres South Carolina Water Resources Center at Clemson Unive 1/30/2016 $12,031 coryw
2013‐064 7/15/2013 521117 harriss GEOL Federal Search for Commodore Joshua Barney's War of 1812 Flotilla National Park Service 10/1/2016 $27,349
2013‐067 9/10/2013 521124 manarisb CSCI Federal Computing in the Arts: A Community‐Building Initiative National Science Foundation 8/31/2016 $234,147 mccauleyr; mazzonem
2013‐091R 6/23/2014 521150 barkertj CHEM Federal MRI: Acquisition of a Bruker Avance III HD 400 High PerformaNational Science Foundation 7/31/2017 $319,800 coryw; vanhornb; forconim
2013‐094 5/30/2014 521145 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐Brown‐MIT Brown University 10/31/2018 $32,400 hallcr
2013‐094B‐S 12/18/2015 521145 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐Brown‐MIT, Year 2, Supplement Brown University 10/31/2018 $30,376 hallcr
2013‐094S 6/15/2015 521145 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐Brown‐MIT, Supplement Brown University 10/31/2018 $40,500 hallcr
2013‐095 5/29/2014 521143 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐UCF University of Central Florida 10/31/2018 $52,001 hallcr
2013‐095B 5/21/2015 521143 runyonc GEOL Federal SSERVI‐UCF, Year 2 University of Central Florida 10/31/2018 $50,000 hallcr
2013‐100 9/15/2013 521132 bowringj CSCI Federal EarthCube Test Enterprise Governance: An Agile Approach University of Arizona 7/31/2015 $35,000
2013‐100B 11/25/2014 522161 bowringj CSCI Federal EarthCube Test Enterprise Governance: An Agile Approach University of Arizona 8/31/2015 $20,000
2013‐107R 2/10/2015 521165 callahant GEOL Federal Development of monitoring and assessment tools for nitroge SC Department of Natural Resources 9/30/2016 $92,879
2013‐119 2/19/2014 637290 foxjl CHEM Private Defining the Role of Accessory Protein Subunits in the AssembResearch Corporation for Science Advancement 6/30/2016 $35,000
2013‐125 2/19/2014 637289 forconim CHEM Private Necleophilic aromatic substitution in proteins: An old reactionResearch Corporation for Science Advancement 6/30/2016 $35,000
2013‐129 7/31/2014 521152 chartasg PHYS Federal Unveiling the x‐ray/UV connection in AGN Winds: The PG 112Space Telescope Science Institute 5/31/2017 $39,655
2014‐002 7/31/2013 526112 neffj PHYS Federal IPA Appointment National Science Foundation 7/31/2016 $118,350
2014‐002B 8/1/2014 526112 neffj PHYS Federal NSF IPA National Science Foundation 7/31/2016 $129,069
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2014‐002BS 6/5/2014 526112 neffj PHYS Federal NSF IPA‐Supplement National Science Foundation 7/31/2016 $11,000
2014‐002C 8/7/2015 526112 neffj PHYS Federal NSF IPA‐Year 3 National Science Foundation 8/11/2016 $153,129
2014‐003D 4/16/2015 637309 ditullioj GML Private Center for Integrated Modeling and Analysis of the Gulf EcosyUniversiry of South Florida 11/30/2015 $6,150
2014‐007 8/28/2014 521158 clarkaj BIOL Federal Collaborative IOS Full Proposal: RUI: Biting hard with soft fee National Science Foundation 8/31/2017 $116,067
2014‐007B 8/27/2015 521158 clarkaj BIOL Federal Collaborative IOS Full Proposal: RUI: Biting hard with soft fee National Science Foundation 8/31/2017 $73,543
2014‐007S 8/10/2015 521158 clarkaj BIOL Federal Supplement: Collaborative: IOS Full Proposal: RUI: Biting hardNational Science Foundation 8/31/2017 $22,258
2014‐008 5/21/2014 521148 rutterm BIOL Federal RUI: Collaborative: unPAK: undergraduates Phenotyping ArabNational Science Foundation 5/31/2017 $281,316 murrenc; stranda
2014‐008B 6/15/2015 521148 rutterm BIOL Federal RUI: Collaborative: unPAK: undergraduates Phenotyping ArabNational Science Foundation 5/31/2017 $208,574 murrenc; stranda
2014‐009 1/6/2014 521135 sotkae GML Federal Detecting genetic adaptation during marine invasions National Science Foundation 2/23/2017 $622,923 murrenc; stranda
2014‐010 7/1/2014 521163 andersonpe2 CSCI Federal REU Site: Next‐Generation Bioinformatics for Genomics‐enabNational Science Foundation 9/30/2017 $334,662 shedlocka
2014‐015 4/11/2014 521138 podolskyr GML Federal REU: Research Experience in Marine Organism Health: ResilieNational Science Foundation 5/14/2017 $272,932
2014‐016 9/8/2013 521121 andersonpe2 CSCI Federal Computational Genomics Support National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 9/30/2015 $1,500
2014‐016B 6/2/2014 521121 andersonpe2 CSCI Federal Computational Genomics Support National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 9/30/2015 $2,950
2014‐017 8/12/2013 634031 harriss GEOL Local Folly Beach County Park: 2‐year Renourishment Survey Progr Charleston County Parks and Recreation 6/30/2015 $55,423 sautterl
2014‐018 1/28/2014 521136 chartasg CSCI Federal The Ultrafast Outflow of the Lensed z=1.51 AGN HS 0810+255Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory/Harvard 1/28/2017 $61,599
2014‐061 2/25/2014 637293 agrests MATH Private Tensor SUMMA Math Camp Mathematical Association of America 8/31/2015 $3,000
2014‐063 8/19/2014 521155 ditullioj GML Federal MRI: Acquisition of a field‐deployable mass spectrometer for National Science Foundation 8/31/2017 $574,942
2014‐070 7/15/2014 521151 leep GML Federal RUI: Vitamin B12 and nitrogen regulation of oceanic dimethyNational Science Foundation 8/31/2017 $894,664 ditullioj
2014‐081 8/25/2014 521156 bowringj CSCI Federal Collaborative Research: Cyberinfrastructure for Interpreting aNational Science Foundation 8/31/2017 $579,762
2014‐084 2/18/2014 521137 moorec CSCI Federal LS‐SCAMP 2013‐2018 SC State University 8/31/2018 $22,969
2014‐084B 10/1/2015 521208 agrests MATH Federal LS‐SCAMP 2013‐2018, Year 3 SC State University 8/31/2018 $23,000
2014‐084C 2/8/2016 521221 agrests MATH Federal LS‐SCAMP 2013‐2018, Year 2 SC State University 8/31/2016 $23,000
2014‐086 3/28/2014 521140 carsonjc PHYS Federal Imaging Search for Dynamically Inferred Planets in Nearby DeJet Propulsion Laboratory 9/30/2015 $5,000
2014‐094R 1/1/2016 521222 jaumes GEOL Federal Development of a Community Velocity Model for the CharlestUS Geological Survey 12/31/2016 $51,363 levinen
2014‐105 6/11/2014 631158 levinen GEOL State Evaluation of Coastal Vunerability from Capers Island to murrSC Department of Natural Resources‐SC Geological Survey 8/15/2015 $18,750
2015‐010 7/22/2014 carsonjc PHYS Federal Decoding Debris System Substructures: Imprints of Planets/PlHubble/NASA $0
2015‐017 8/7/2014 521154 runyonc GEOL Federal NASA ESPSCoR 2014 Research‐Chen Li, USC NASA 7/8/2017 $749,998
2015‐021 11/11/2014 522130 harriss GEOL Federal Landscape evolution and geoarchaeology of the OCS:  prehistUniversity of South Carolina 10/30/2016 $21,987
2015‐021B 10/19/2015 522145 harriss GEOL Federal Landscape evolution and geoarchaeology of the OCS:  prehistUniversity of South Carolina 10/31/2016 $23,326
2015‐032 4/1/2015 521181 chartasg PHYS Federal AGNs Formed in Protogalaxies Associated with Sub‐DLAs Chandra Observatory at Harvard University 3/22/2017 $70,465
2015‐039 11/11/2014 631161 levinen GEOL Federal Blueways‐Greenways: Developing Examples as Models for OtSC Sea Grant Consortium 12/31/2015 $25,000
2015‐043 6/8/2015 637329 boucherds CHEM Private Employing Light Scattering Analysis and Zeta Potential Meas American Chemical Society 8/31/2018 $70,000
2015‐044 11/1/2014 521166 n/a MATH Federal Analysis and Control of Mathematical Models of Fluttering PlNational Science Foundation 9/30/2017 $110,277
2015‐056 11/5/2014 637313 guirgisg CHEM Private Conformational studies of compounds containing a six‐membCamille & Henry Dreyfus Foundation 10/31/2016 $20,000
2015‐061 3/20/2015 521173 vuluvav GEOL State Sources, Fate, and Transport of Contaminants in Engineered SSC Sea Grant Consortium 2/29/2016 $25,000 beckinghamb;  callahant
2015‐062 8/28/2015 521206 stranda GML Federal Effects of fine‐root senescence upon soil communities and nu Department of Energy 7/31/2017 $149,933 pritchards; mcglinnd
2015‐066 9/4/2015 522142 larsenml PHYS Federal Collaborative Research on the Meterological variabilty of the National Science Foundation 9/30/2018 $188,116
2015‐069 4/29/2015 521180 callahant GEOL Federal JFA (USGS): Monitoring Stream Flow in the Turkey Creek WatUS Forest Service/US Geological Services 4/30/2016 $13,211
2015‐069B 3/25/2016 callahant GEOL Federal Monitoring Stream Flow in the Turkey Creek Watershed, FranUS Forest Service/US Geological Services 4/30/2017 $32,288
2015‐070 5/11/2015 637326 mullaughkm CHEM Private Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty Enhancement Award Oak Ridge Associated Universities 5/31/2016 $5,000
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2015‐072 1/22/2015 521177 JonesM MATH Private POST‐INSTITUTE IMPLEMENTATION SENCER NSF 2014‐2016 SNational Center for Science and Civic Engagement 12/31/2016 $3,000
2015‐074 12/18/2014 637314 burnettk GML Private Quantification of hemocyanin forms in the Pacific white‐leg s Sigma Xi 1/15/2016 $500
2015‐083 5/5/2015 521178 boucherds CHEM Federal Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program‐GaitheNational Institute of Standards and Technology 9/30/2015 $8,942
2015‐090 2/24/2015 637318 tonksn CHEM Private Pontamne Blue 3R, the optimization of the synthesis process fKemira 8/31/2015 $20,000
2015‐094 7/6/2015 521179 runyonc GEOL Federal SC Space Grant Consortium Bridge Funding, Years 23‐25 NASA 4/20/2018 $430,000
2015‐098 2/16/2015 638057 callahant GEOL Private 2015 IASNR Conference International Association for Society and Natural Resource 1/31/2016 $92,457
2015‐100 7/29/2015 637330 sandiferpa GML Private Developing a Conceptual Model of Stress‐Associated Health ENational Academies of Science 9/1/2016 $126,380
2015‐103 9/4/2015 522143 naylorg GML Federal Collaborative Research: FishLife: genealogy and traits of livin National Science Foundation 9/30/2020 $361,128
2015‐104 7/22/2015 631171 callahant GEOL State SEED GRANT: Developing Water Runoff Metrics for ReferenceSC Sea Grant Consortium 7/26/2016 $7,952
2015‐105 6/3/2015 521202 runyonc GEOL Federal NASA EPSRoR 2015 Flow‐thru: UVI NASA EPSCoR 12/31/2018 $748,026
2015‐109 4/6/2015 deburoni BIOL Federal Field Optimization of a Recently Developed qPCR Tool for DetUs Fish and Wildlife Service 3/31/2016 $0
2015‐116A 4/19/2015 637320 brews GML Private Claire Stegman Slocum‐Lunz Foundation 5/31/2016 $600
2015‐116B 4/19/2015 637321 brews GML Private Ann Wassick Slocum‐Lunz Foundation 6/30/2016 $350
2015‐116C 4/19/2015 637322 brews GML Private Kevin Mack Slocum‐Lunz Foundation 6/30/2016 $1,194
2015‐116D 4/19/2015 637323 brews GML Private Mark Lehtonen Slocum‐Lunz Foundation 6/3/2016 $842
2015‐116E 4/19/2015 637324 brews GML Private Wiley Sinkus Slocum‐Lunz Foundation 6/4/2016 $600
2015‐117 5/14/2015 637325 deburoni BIOL Private Blood fluke parasites of the spotted seatrout in North Inlet, S Belle W. Baruch Foundation 6/30/2016 $5,000
2015‐129 6/25/2015 521194 rumseyic PHYS Federal Measurement of Trace Gas & Particle Air‐Surface Exchange inAmec Foster Wheeler 5/14/2017 $48,500
2015‐129B 1/4/2016 521194 rumseyic PHYS Federal Measurement of Trace Gas & Particle Air‐Surface Exchange inAmec Foster Wheeler 7/8/2016 $40,000
2015‐130 6/24/2015 521191 levinen GEOL Federal SCEMD/FEMA funding 2015 SC Emergency Management Division 9/30/2015 $19,236 beutele
2015‐132 9/1/2015 631170 anderspe CSCI State Electronic Health Medical Record Phenotyping using MachineMUSC 6/30/2016 $25,778
2015‐133 10/28/2015 521205 coryw CHEM Federal Investigations of degradation of pharmaceuticals stored on thNASA 8/31/2015 $7,393
2015‐139 9/16/2015 522141 sotkae GML Federal Seed grant: Genomic signals of local adaption in the salt mar SC Sea Grant Consortium 9/20/2016 $9,999
2015‐140 10/14/2015 521210 byrumc CHEM Federal A model to study regulation of transcription factor segregatioSC INBRE 6/30/2016 $78,037
2015‐141 6/11/2015 521184 anderspe CSCI Federal Computational Genomics Support, 2015‐2020 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 6/14/2020 $2,826
2015‐144 10/14/2015 521211 geslainr BIOL Federal Intracellular delivery of new anticancer tRNA drug complexedSC INBRE 6/30/2016 $78,037
2016‐001 3/30/2016 521224 chartasg PHYS Federal Magnified Views of Relativistic Outflows in Gravitationally LeNASA 3/22/2017 $51,515
2016‐003 9/23/2015 521207 lindnerb PHYS Federal Creation and Analysis of the Climatology of Synoptically‐driveUniversity Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) 8/30/2016 $11,295
2016‐007 10/15/2015 522144 callahant GEOL Federal Green Infrastructure Planning for East Cooper Region East Cooper Land Trust/SC Forestry Commission 12/31/2016 $20,000 Levinen
2016‐011 8/3/2015 522140 deavorj CHEM Federal INBRE‐2015‐2020, July 2015‐June 2016 USC 6/30/2020 $146,622
2016‐017 8/28/2015 637333 olmsteda CSCI Private Software Design for Gettysburg Foundation Gettysburg Foundation 12/31/2016 $20,934
2016‐026 12/4/2015 chartasg PHYS Federal The Wide‐Angle Outflow of the Lensed z=1.51 AGN HS 0810+2Chandra‐Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (Harvard 1/1/2018 $54,000
2016‐049 2/5/2016 521220 southgatea CHEM Federal Differential gene expression during task progression in the hoSC INBRE 6/30/2016 $9,500
2016‐059 1/19/2016 637339 olmsteda CSCI Private Health Care Billing System Analysis RPM Healthcare 6/30/2016 $3,000
2016‐069 1/19/2016 636044 olmsteda CSCI Private Security Audit Classroom Support TopTix 6/30/2016 $3,000
I2016‐027 7/6/2015 521185 carsonjc PHYS Federal REAP Research Facilitation: Debris Disk and Extrasolar PlanetSC Space Grant Consortium (REAP) 5/31/2016 $19,500
I2016‐028 5/29/2015 521182 alika GEOL Federal Monitoring the effect of watershed development and climateNASA EPSCoR RID (Index 520987) 9/30/2015 $18,000
2016‐082 637341 sandiferpa GML Private Expert Workshop: Data Needs for Assessing Stress and HealthGulf of Mexico Research Initiative  7/31/2016 $30,000
2013‐065 3/7/2013 637256 owensd GML Private Reproductive Evaluation of Loggerhead Sea Turtles from Flor Florida Fish and Wildlifr Conservation Commission 12/31/2015 $5,198
2013‐117 8/22/2013 521001 owensd GML Federal Sea turtle embryo mortality as a function of the microbial actNational Science Foundation‐GRFP 5/31/2016 $44,000 bezyvs
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2013‐120 5/19/2013 637264 owensd GML Private IRG Florida Samples Inwater Research Group 12/31/2015 $5,808
2014‐041 11/22/2013 521128 owensd BIOL Federal 2012 Testosterone analysis for NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 12/31/2015 $880
2015‐046 10/14/2014 631168 callahant EVSS State Saltwater Interface Project SC Department of Natural Resources 6/30/2016 $37,500
2015‐068 1/6/2015 521164 vazquezvm EVSS Federal Student Garden Pollinator Project Us Fish and Wildlife Service 2/14/2018 $7,000
2016‐015 7/1/2015 n/a plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support, 2015‐2018 SC DNR 6/30/2018 $0
2016‐015A 7/24/2015 522134 plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support: Cristopher Mealey SC DNR 12/31/2015 $6,729 student
2016‐015B 7/24/2015 522135 plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support: Morgan Hart SC DNR 12/31/2015 $6,729 student
2016‐015C 7/29/2015 522138 callahant EVSS Federal DNR Student Support: Brain McHouell SC DNR 12/31/2015 $6,729 student
2016‐015D 7/24/2015 522136 plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support: Victoria Ruddle SC DNR 4/30/2016 $13,459 student
2016‐015E 7/27/2015 522137 plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support:Robin Frede SC DNR 5/31/2016 $13,459 student
2016‐015F 8/24/2015 522139 plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support: Christine Michael SC DNR 5/15/2016 $13,459 student
2016‐015G 8/24/2015 521215 plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support: Margaret Walker SC DNR 5/15/2016 $6,729 student
2016‐015H 12/7/2015 521216 plantec GPMB Federal DNR Student Support: Kimberely Sitta SC DNR 5/31/2016 $6,729 student

$23,012,704
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Allison, Renee Biology Southgate, A BIOL The Role of the Protein Aret during Nurse‐Forager Transition in Honeybee MAYS
Bailey, Evan Chemistry Van Horn, B CHEM Effect of Alkyl Substitution on Ring‐Opening Organocatalytic Polymerizations of 

CL Derivatives
SURF

Bleser, Sam Physics Smith, G PHYS Automation of Seebeck Coefficient Measurement System SURF
Boscia, Joseph Biochemistry Rogers, A CHEM Isothermal Calorimetry and Crystallography Studies Probing the Pterin Binding 

Site in Endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase
SURF

Crowder, Elyana Astrophysics Carson, J PHYS 3D Imaging system for Screening and Diagnosing Cervical Cancer MAYS
Crowder, Elyana Astrophysics Penny, L PHYS Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Study of the Massive O‐Type Binary TU Muscae SURF
Derryberry, Jonathan Biochemistry Forconi, M CHEM Modification of a Short Peptide by Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution SURF
English, Sloane Biochemistry Forsythe, J CHEM Mass Spectrometry Analysis of Model Prebiotic Peptides SURF
Ferro, Haleigh Biology Fox, J CHEM Roles of Homologous Sulfohydrolases SURF
Fletcher, Nathanial Chemistry Mullaugh, K CHEM Sulfidation of Silver Nanoparticles RPG
Goines, Sondrica Chemistry Mullaugh, K CHEM Quantification of Adsorption of Organic Compounds by Silver Nanoparticles RPG
Gross, Patrick Chemistry Tonks, N CHEM Drug Delivery Polyurethane Matherials Incorporating Fluoroquinoline Antibiotics 

into Medical Implant Materials
SURF

Huebsch, Mason Biochemistry Fox, J CHEM Proteins Important for Mitochondrial Function SURF
James, Virginia Chemistry Cory, W CHEM Degradation of Sertraline in Space RPG
Jay, Dashiell Biochemistry Giuliano, M CHEM Structural Study of the Neoendorphins SURF
Jay, Lucien Biochemistry Barker, T CHEM Devleopment of Cyanate Nucleophiles MAYS
Kirker, Ashleigh Geology Vulvava, V GEOL Surface Water Contamination from Urban Stormwater Runoff in Charleston, SC RPG
Kirker, Ashleigh Geology Vulava, V GEOL Surface Water Contamination from Urban Stormwater Runoff in Charleston, SC SURF
Linklore, Dario Biochemistry Guirgis, G CHEM Perparation, Characterization, and Conformational Analysis of a Sila‐and 

Germacyclopent‐3‐ene and Their Derivatives
SURF

Mangiaracina, Katrina Biochemistry Cory, W CHEM Investigation into the Stability and Potency of Ibuprofen Stored Aboard the 
International Space Station

RPG

McFaddin, John Biochemistry Boucher, D CHEM Investigating the Impact of Cosolvency and Non‐Cosolvency on Polymer Solubility MAYS

Melnick, David Astrophysics Carson, J PHYS Computational Investigations to Detect and Model Extrasolar Planets MAYS
Melnick, David Astrophysics Carson, J PHYS Deep Imaging Planet Search with the Spitzer Space Telescope RPG
Moon, Jessica Biology Cory, W CHEM Chemical Analysis of Potency and Purity of Phenytoin Capsules Stored on the 

International Space Station
RPG

Passarella, Linsey Physics Jones, Linda PHYS Penetration of Near Infrared Light during Photobiomodulation SURF
Rice, Ashley Physics Oprisan, A/S PHYS Biomedical Applications of Nanoparticles RPG
Richter, Lea Geology Harris, S GEOL Geomorphological Indicators of Accelerated Sea Level Rise of Differential Coastal  RPG
Schwartz, Alexandra Chemistry Giuliano, M CHEM Small Opioid Peptide Structure in Membrane Envrionments MAYS
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Soto, Jeniffer Geology Vulava, V GEOL Geochemical Fate and Transport of Diphenhydramine onto Natural Soils RPG
Taylor, Nicholas Biochemistry Fox, J CHEM Conserved Residues of Eukaryotic Heme a Synthase RPG
Turner, Ashley Geology Vulava, V GEOL Geochemical Fate and Transport of Diphenhydramine onto Natural Soils RPG
Turner, Ashley Geology Vulava, V GEOL Competitive Sorption and Transport of Sildenafil and Vardenafil in Natural Soils SURF
Waddell, Grace Biochemistry Fox, J CHEM Analysis of SdsA1 and Bds 1 Sulfohydrolase Activity by Liquid Chromatography‐

Mass Spectometry
RPG

Wiegreffe, Sarah Data Science Anderson, P CSCI Bringing Data Science Research to the Medical Field in Silicon Valley RPG
Williamson, Bailey Astrophysics Hakkila, J PHYS The Role of Inter‐Pulse Separation in Gamma‐Ray Burst Classification SURF
Wischusen, Kerry Biochemistry Beckingham, B GEOL Cross‐sectional Urinalysis Study to Assess Phthalate Exposure among Female 

College Students
MAYS

Wischusen, Kerry Biochemistry Hart, L HHP Rapid Assessment of Bottlenose Dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) Body Condition: 
There's an App for That

RPG

Witry, Jason Astrophysics Fragile, C PHYS Numerical Simulations of a Neutron Star Burst Bombarding an Accretion Disk SURF
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